samba
key features
Tilt in space
If your child needs to be hoisted,
the Samba can be tilted back, this
is to enable a safe and controlled
transfer, even if your child extends.
The tilt in space is easy to operate
by using the safety catch and the lever.

Understanding posture
The Samba has an unique approach to managing posture. It does this
effectively by using the contours of the seat and backrest, as opposed to
hard intervention. The contouring can be tailored to the needs of your child
by adding or taking away the foam inserts. The contours in the backrest
have a subtle, but effective way of holding your child in a good mid-line
position, without the intervention of using fixed laterals.

The powered Samba chair comes with 5-piece foam roll kit, 4-point pelvic
strap, tray, ferndale style sandals, footrest and a powered hi-low chassis.
Size 1 is also available in a manual option. The manual Samba chair comes
with 5-piece foam roll kit, 4-point pelvic strap, tray, ferndale style sandals,
footrest and a manual height adjustable base.

seating

samba

Colour range

accessories

Flip up footrest1

Thigh guides1

Pommel

CODE FP025 - FP027

CODE TG004 - TG005

CODE PL005 - PL006

Provides foot support and flips
up to give clearance for standing
transfer
Available for sizes 2, 3 and 4

Provides thigh and hip support

Encourages hip abduction
Available in 2 sizes

Elbow protectors

Tray grab rail full width

CODE EL001

CODE GB004 – GB006

Whitmyer pro series
interface plate

Assists in maintaining elbows in a
forward position

Helps to stabilise upper limbs
Additionally can be used to attach toys

CODE WM001

Samba style headrest

Rumba style headrest

CODE HT014 - HT015

CODE HT016 - HT017

Rigid swing away lateral
support (pair)1

Provides extra head support
Can be shaped by adjusting the sides
Available in 2 sizes

Provides extra head support
Available in 2 sizes

Works in conjunction with the
Whitmyer pro series vertical bar

CODE HN061 - HN064

Flexi swing away lateral
support (pair)1
CODE HN065 – HN068

1 Must be factory fitted at the time this product is ordered

Provides extra trunk support

